



















Three loop anomalous dimensions of higher moments of the










Abstract. We compute the anomalous dimension of the third and fourth moments of the
flavour non-singlet twist-2 Wilson and transversity operators at three loops in both the MS
and RI′ schemes. To assist with the extraction of estimates of matrix elements computed using
lattice regularization, the finite parts of the Green’s function where the operator is inserted in




In calculations relating to deep inelastic scattering the operator product expansion plays an
important role in allowing one to evaluate the underlying current correlators. In essence there
are two parts to the formalism. The first is the basis of gauge invariant operators into which the
current correlators are decomposed and the other is the process dependent Wilson coefficients.
For high energy experiments the dominant set of operators are those of leading twist defined
as the difference between dimension and spin. The Wilson coefficients are determined from the
specific process of interest and are computed in perturbation theory. To understand the physics
at various energies one requires the solution of the underlying renormalization group equation
at some particular loop approximation and necessary for this are the anomalous dimensions
of the operators of the basis. With the increased precision now demanded by experiments
the goal in recent years has been to ascertain the anomalous dimensions at three loops as an
analytic function of the moment, n, of the operators. This has been achieved by the magnificent
computation of [1, 2, 3, 4] for the twist-2 flavour non-singlet and singlet Wilson operators in the
MS scheme as well as the Wilson coefficients to the same order which extended the lower loop
results of [5, 6, 7]. Hence the full two loop renormalization group evolution has been determined.
However, one feature which cannot be deduced from perturbative techniques is the underlying
matrix element which is non-perturbative in nature and has to be deduced by use of the lattice
where various moments of the matrix element have been determined for low moments. See,
for example, the ongoing work of the QCDSF collaboration, [8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13], and others,
[14, 15, 16, 17]. However, in making measurements of matrix elements, which ultimately will
provide accurate predictions for experiments, there are several issues.
First, to reduce computation time and consequently cost, the matrix elements are deter-
mined on the lattice in a renormalization scheme geared for this problem which is known as
the regularization invariant (RI) scheme and its variation called the modified regularization in-
variant (RI′) scheme, [18]. Both are mass dependent renormalization schemes. However, when
the results are extracted in this scheme they need to be converted to the reference MS scheme
which is a mass independent scheme. An early example of the application of this approach is
given in [19, 20]. Second, to ensure that the results are credible when evolved to large energy
they must match the perturbative result for the matrix element in the same renormalization
scheme. There are several ways of achieving this. One is to use a non-perturbative approach
such as the Schro¨dinger functional method, [21]. The other is to compute the matrix element
to as many orders as possible in conventional perturbation theory and then match the lattice
results to the explicit perturbative results in the same renormalization scheme. Previously that
has been the approach of Chetyrkin and Re´tey, [20], and [22, 23]. Specifically, various quark
currents have been considered including the tensor current as well as the second moment of
the flavour non-singlet Wilson and transversity operators. The latter was originally introduced
in [24, 25, 26] and relates to the probability of finding a quark in a transversely polarized nu-
cleon polarized parallel to the nucleon versus that of the nucleon in the antiparallel polarization.
The results of [20, 22, 23] have been important in the matrix element lattice computations of
[11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17]. Necessary for the three loop perturbative calculations of the Green’s
functions with the operator inserted has been the full three loop renormalization of QCD in
the RI′ scheme in an arbitrary linear covariant gauge, [20, 22]. Given that there has been an
advance in computing technology in recent years, it transpires that it is now feasible to measure
higher moments of the underlying matrix elements on the lattice since essentially there has been
a significant improvement in numerically isolating a clear signal. Therefore to assist the full
matching procedure in the ultraviolet region to produce accurate estimates, it is necessary to
extend the approach of [22, 23] to higher moments of these two classes of operators. This is
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the purpose of this article where we will consider the third and fourth moments of the flavour
non-singlet Wilson and transversity operators in an arbitrary linear covariant gauge. There will
be two parts to this venture. The first is the determination of the anomalous dimensions of the
operators at three loops in MS and RI′. Whilst the second is to produce to the same loop order
the value of the Green’s function involving the operator itself inserted in a quark 2-point func-
tion in both schemes. Although it is worth noting that for the lattice, only the Landau gauge
results are relevant since that is the gauge in which lattice measurements are made. The full
arbitrary gauge calculation, being more complete, is actually important for internal checks on
the loop computations. Whilst the even moments are appropriate for deep inelastic scattering
experiments, the odd moments are accessible on the lattice and can serve the purpose of a test-
ing ground for technical issues for higher moment lattice matching. Whilst the Wilson operator
anomalous dimensions are known already at three loops in MS, [1, 2], we note that what is
required are the values of the specific Green’s function with the operator inserted which has not
been determined previously. In also considering the transversity operator, we will deduce new
anomalous dimensions at three loops in both MS and RI′ beyond the earlier two loop calculation
of [27, 28, 29, 30, 31]. Moreover, since we will be using symbolic manipulation and computer
algebra tools and given that the Wilson and transversity operators are both formally similar,
the actual computations are efficiently performed through the same computer programmes.
The paper is organised as follows. In section 2 we review the basics of the RI′ scheme
and introduce the properties of the operators we will consider. The full three loop anomalous
dimensions for these operators are given in both schemes in section 3, whilst the same information
for the underlying Green’s functions are provided in section 4 including the restriction to the
colour group SU(3) and the Landau gauge. Section 5 records the explicit functions which convert
all the three loop anomalous dimensions between the MS and RI′ schemes with concluding
remarks given in section 6. Several appendices summarize the projection of the Green’s function
onto the basis of independent Lorentz tensors sharing the same symmetry properties as the
corresponding operator, as well as the construction of the full operator with these symmetries.
2 RI′ scheme.
In this section we discuss the definition of the RI′ scheme and properties of the operators
we are interested in. First, we recall that the standard renormalization scheme is the MS
scheme, [32], where the poles with respect to the regulator are absorbed into the renormalization
constants. Its widely used extension, MS, which is also a mass independent scheme additionally
absorbs the finite part ln(4πe−γ) where γ is the Euler-Mascheroni constant, [33]. By contrast
the regularization invariant schemes, [18], are mass dependent schemes which from the point
of view of the Lagrangian is the scheme where the quark 2-point function not only is rendered














= 1 . (2.1)
where Σψ(p) is the quark 2-point function with external momentum p, Z
R
ψ is the quark wave
function renormalization constant in the R renormalization scheme and µ is the scale intro-
duced to ensure that the coupling constant remains dimensionless in d dimensions when using
dimensional regularization with d = 4 − 2ǫ. However, in practice since taking a derivative is
(financially) costly on the lattice, one takes a variation of this definition (2.1), to define the RI′
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= p/ . (2.2)
Although this is primarily the key to defining the scheme on the lattice as well as the continuum,
the full three loop renormalization of QCD has been performed in an arbitrary linear covariant
gauge and colour group in [22]. Additionally part of the four loop renormalization has been
performed for SU(Nc) in [20]. However, in [22] the other field 2-point functions were defined
in an analogous way to (2.2). Further, by contrast the 3-point functions were renormalized
according to the usual MS condition. So that those Green’s functions were not constrained to
be unity. Consequently, the relationship between the variables in both schemes were established











where a = g2/(16π2) in terms of the coupling constant g in the definition of the covariant
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ab , T aT a = CF I , f
acdf bcd = CAδ
ab (2.5)
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for colour group generators T a, ζ(n) is the Riemann zeta function and the scheme of the variable
is indicated as a subscript. Clearly only in the Landau gauge, where α = 0, are the variables
equivalent. Although ultimately we are interested in the Landau gauge for the lattice matching,
we have chosen to compute in an arbitrary linear covariant gauge as the extra α dependence,
evident in expressions such as (2.4), will provide a central checking tool in the loop computations.
For instance, in a mass independent renormalization scheme the anomalous dimension of a gauge
invariant operator is independent of the gauge parameter. Though this is not the case for mass
dependent schemes such as RI′ which will be apparent in our explicit results.
More specifically the non-singlet operators we will focus on are
Oν1...νnW = Sψ¯γ
ν1Dν2 . . . Dνnψ
Oµν1...νnT = Sψ¯σ
µν1Dν2 . . . Dνnψ (2.6)
with n = 3 and 4 where σµν = 1
2
[γµ, γν ] and is antisymmetric in its Lorentz indices. The operator
S in both sets denotes the symmetrization of the Lorentz indices {ν1, . . . , νn} and the selection of




W = 0 . (2.7)
Whilst for the transversity operators, [29],
ηµνiO
µν1...νi...νn
T = 0 (i ≥ 2)
ηνiνjO
µν1...νi...νj ...νn
T = 0 . (2.8)
Therefore, the transversity operator has formally one less traceless condition compared to the
Wilson operators.
For the renormalization of an operator in a quark 2-point function, which will be either
〈ψ(−p)Oµ1...µnW (0)ψ¯(p)〉 or 〈ψ(−p)O
µν1...νn
T (0)ψ¯(p)〉, the RI
′ scheme definition is similar to (2.2),
[18, 19, 20, 22, 23]. However, as the operators we will consider will carry Lorentz indices this
2-point function will decompose into several invariant amplitudes which may or may not have a


















O (p) is the tree part of 〈ψ(−p)O(0)ψ¯(p)〉 and T is the value of the tree term amplitude
which may not necessarily be unity. In other words there is no a dependence in T . The
explicit details of our choice of how to construct the Green’s functions in terms of a basis
of Lorentz tensors satisfying the same symmetry properties as the original operator is given in
appendix A. This summarizes the procedure we will use to extract the renormalization constants
of the operators which will then be encoded in the associated anomalous dimensions through
the respective definitions

























α (a) is given in [22].
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3 Anomalous dimensions.
Having described in detail the method of renormalizing in the RI′ scheme, we now record the
explicit three loop results for the anomalous dimensions in this section. In constructing our
results we made extensive use of the Mincer package, [34, 35], written in the symbolic manip-
ulation language Form, [36]. The Mincer algorithm, [34], determines the divergent and finite
parts of massless 2-point functions using dimensional regularization in d-dimensions. Therefore,
it is ideal for the current problem since the Green’s functions we are interested in are massless
quark 2-point functions with the appropriate operator inserted at zero momentum. This is the
momentum configuration which is measured on the lattice. Moreover, since we are concerned
with operators which are symmetrized in their Lorentz indices and satisfy various tracelessness
conditions in addition to being flavour non-singlet operators, there is no possibility of mixing
into other operators. This is an important observation since ordinarily nullifying the momen-
tum flow through the operator could lead to the inability to correctly determine the projection
into the full basis of operators. (For a clear exposition on the deeper perils of operator mixing
see, for example, [37].) The fact that each of the operators is multiplicatively renormalizable
avoids this potential technicality. For our three loop computation we generated the Feynman
diagrams with the Qgraf package, [38]. Specifically there are 3 one loop, 37 two loop and 684
three loop diagrams to be calculated. Though for the operators with no three gluon and two
quark leg operator insertions the latter total is reduced by 14. Finally, the electronic Qgraf
output is converted into Form input notation and the Form version of the Mincer algorithm,
[35], is applied to the 724 Feynman diagrams. The actual Feynman rules for each operator were
generated automatically in Form. First we constructed the object with the same symmetry and
traceless conditions as the operators we are interested in. The explicit details for each operator
are given in appendix B. Then we applied an algorithm which systematically substitutes for the
covariant derivatives and functionally differentiates with respect to the various fields present to
produce electronic forms of the 2, 3, 4 and 5-point operator vertex insertions.
Now we provide our results in MS. For completeness we give those for the two Wilson

















































































(932472000ζ(3) + 6803318650) C2A
− (2797416000ζ(3) + 1335140785) CACF
− (4069440000ζ(3) + 1760516200) CATFNf
+ (1864944000ζ(3) − 714245693) C2F








where we note that throughout the article when the operator appears explicitly as a subscript
on an object, it is regarded as a label and the free indices do not endow the object with ten-
sor properties. Likewise when we indicate the renormalization scheme on a quantity which is
evaluated in perturbation theory, that means that the variables in which it is expressed, such
as a and α, are regarded as the variables in the same scheme. The relationship between the
variables in either scheme is given in (2.3) and (2.4). For the two transversity operators the MS












(10368ζ(3) + 126557)C2A − (31104ζ(3) + 30197)CACF
− (67392ζ(3) + 38900)CATFNf + (67392ζ(3) − 50552)CFTFNf




















(272160ζ(3) + 2893009)C2A − (816480ζ(3) + 662155)CACF
− (1658880ζ(3) + 798892)CATFNf
+ (544320ζ(3) − 235100)C2F






+ O(a4) . (3.4)
There are several checks on these two expressions. First, as we have computed them in an
arbitrary covariant gauge their final form must be independent of the gauge parameter in a mass
independent renormalization scheme, which is apparent in (3.3) and (3.4), [32, 41]. Second, part
of each of the three loop terms has in fact already been determined by the large Nf expansion
in [23]. There the leading order critical exponent corresponding to the anomalous dimension
evaluated at the non-trivial d-dimensional fixed point of the QCD β-function was determined in
d-dimensions using a method that was originally developed to study the perturbative structure
of scalar field theories, [42, 43]. This critical exponent, [23], encodes all orders information on
the corresponding renormalization group function at O(1/Nf ). Therefore, if we formally write























48S3(n)− 80S2(n)− 16S1(n) +







l. Evaluating this for n = 3 and n = 4 reproduces the corresponding
coefficients in (3.3) and (3.4) respectively. As a final check we note that we have used the
method of [44] to perform the automatic renormalization of Green’s functions at high loop
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order. This entails computing the Green’s functions as a function of the bare coupling constant
and bare gauge parameter. The counterterms are then introduced at the end of the computation
by rescaling by the known renormalization constants. Therefore, the remaining divergence is
absorbed by the renormalization constant associated with the Green’s function. Moreover,
given the way it has been deduced, the non-simple poles in ǫ are constrained to satisfy a specific
form depending on the lower order simple poles due to the underlying renormalization group
equation. This is a non-trivial checking criterion, especially in the presence of parameters
such as the gauge parameter and group Casimirs, and it is reassuring to record that all the
renormalization constants determined for the above anomalous dimensions precisely satisfied
this criterion. Implicit in this final check is the fact that the already known two loop anomalous
dimensions of [27, 28, 29, 30, 31] are correctly reproduced when the n-dependent results are
evaluated for n = 3 and n = 4. All these checks therefore give us confidence that not only are
all our expressions correct but also, for example, that the original Feynman rules were correctly
generated.
Having established the MS anomalous dimensions it is then relatively straightforward to
deduce the anomalous dimensions in the RI′ scheme. This is achieved by replacing the renor-
malization constants which scale the bare internal parameters and that of the overall quark
wave function, by those of the RI′ scheme and then impose the RI′ scheme definition for the
operator renormalization, (2.9). As a check on the resulting renormalization constants, the non-
simple poles in ǫ also have to satisfy various constraints emanating from the renormalization
group equation, similar to those of the MS scheme. We note, for completeness, that these are










324α2 + 972α + 17976
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29160α4 + 260820α3 − 69984ζ(3)α2 + 1257768α2
− 723168ζ(3)α + 4103676α − 6443712ζ(3) + 50460154)C2A
+
(





259200α2 − 186624ζ(3)α + 1401408α + 2322432ζ(3)
+ 35016976)CATFNf
+ (269280α + 3691008ζ(3) − 3568016)CFTFNf

















99α2 + 297α + 4788
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8910α4 + 80055α3 − 23328ζ(3)α2 + 387846α2
− 241056ζ(3)α + 1279197α − 1902528ζ(3) + 13940156)C2A
+
(





79200α2 − 62208ζ(3)α + 434736α + 580608ζ(3)
+ 9592064)CATFNf
+ (40560α + 850176ζ(3) − 706112)CFTFNf
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28350000α4 + 264937500α3 − 87480000ζ(3)α2
+ 1290594375α2 − 903960000ζ(3)α + 4337679375α
− 4769928000ζ(3) + 44592646550) C2A
+
(
27675000α3 + 58466250α2 − 253773750α
+ 624024000ζ(3) − 8248198970) CACF
−
(
252000000α2 − 233280000ζ(3)α + 1452285000α
+ 1995840000ζ(3) + 31068538400) CATFNf
+ (65490000α + 2825280000ζ(3) − 2407455920) CFTFNf
















225α2 + 675α + 11874
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16200α4 + 150768α3 − 46656ζ(3)α2 + 731421α2
− 482112ζ(3)α + 2435409α − 3214080ζ(3) + 27763364) C2A
+
(





144000α2 − 124416ζ(3)α + 818712α + 1327104ζ(3)
+ 19484432)CATFNf
+ (93696α + 1990656ζ(3) − 1687424)CFTFNf








in four dimensions. Clearly they all satisfy the trivial check that the one loop term is scheme
independent. Though since the RI′ scheme is a mass dependent one, the anomalous dimensions
will not necessarily be independent of the gauge parameter as is clearly the case above.
Although we have performed the computation in an arbitrary gauge and colour group, for












10836N2f + 505440ζ(3)Nf + 828462Nf
















264996N2f + 12441600ζ(3)Nf + 18758202Nf




where TF = 1/2, CF = 4/3 and CA = 3 for SU(3). In addition for the RI
′ scheme we record
each of the anomalous dimensions in the Landau gauge since that is the gauge primarily used















6179400N2f − 4603392ζ(3)Nf − 247068636Nf



















5601407400N2f − 4996080000ζ(3)Nf − 216935001960Nf



















838800N2f − 684288ζ(3)Nf − 33432384Nf



















1765440N2f − 1492992ζ(3)Nf − 68291094Nf




for the transversity case.
4 Finite parts.
In this section we record the three loop MS and RI′ expressions for the amplitudes of the various
Green’s functions we computed to obtain the previous anomalous dimensions. These are essential
for lattice matching computations which therefore necessitates their tedious presentation. The
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specific definitions of the quantities Σ
(i)
O (p) are, as noted before, given in appendix A. It is worth
pointing out that not all the amplitudes have an a independent leading term.







































































































































































































































































































































































































































a3 + O(a4) . (4.2)









































































































































































































































































































































































































































+ O(a4) . (4.4)











































































































































































































































































+ O(a4) . (4.6)















































































































































































































































a3 + O(a4) . (4.7)

































Finally, for practical purposes we provide the general results for the specific case of the























































































































a3 + O(a4) . (4.10)




























































+ O(a4) . (4.11)













































































































































































+ O(a4) . (4.14)
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+ O(a4) . (4.16)













































































+ O(a4) . (4.18)
5 Conversion functions.
An additional check on our computations is provided by the conversion functions for each of the
operators we have considered. These functions allow one to convert the anomalous dimension
of the operator in one renormalization scheme to that in another scheme and are defined by the





















































where one needs to express the MS variables in terms of the RI′ scheme using (2.3) and (2.4)
in order to compare with the anomalous dimensions from the explicit computation. We record
that the conversion functions for the various operators we are interested in here are



















11032200α3 − 13915152ζ(3)α2 − 466560ζ(5)α2 + 64538856α2
− 141379344ζ(3)α + 8398080ζ(5)α + 319887792α




4607280α3 + 5785344ζ(3)α2 + 32256792α2 − 13841280ζ(3)α
+ 33592320ζ(5)α + 180233856α − 297743040ζ(3)
− 76982400ζ(4) − 59719680ζ(5) + 1051633031) CACF
+ (35085312ζ(3)α − 97555104α − 75098880ζ(3)
− 93312000ζ(4) − 1625432200) CATFNf
+
(
2177280α3 − 23328000ζ(3)α2 + 27799200α2 − 73685376ζ(3)α
+ 90339057α + 319139136ζ(3) + 51321600ζ(4)
+ 201553920ζ(5) − 607345686)C2F
− (31104000ζ(3)α + 63327960α − 303948288ζ(3)
− 93312000ζ(4) + 922104436) CFTFNf
























239334750000α3 − 340977600000ζ(3)α2 − 2916000000ζ(5)α2
+ 1428857212500α2 − 3356364600000ζ(3)α
+ 174960000000ζ(5)α + 7142849746875α
− 12700608624000ζ(3) + 335689920000ζ(4)
+ 2504844000000ζ(5) + 48069511158775) C2A
+
(
229047750000α3 − 142300800000ζ(3)α2 + 1689792435000α2
− 1524733632000ζ(3)α + 839808000000ζ(5)α
+ 9165889557000α − 1770530400000ζ(3)
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− 1007069760000ζ(4) + 653184000000ζ(5)
+ 18744964493980) CACF
+ (816480000000ζ(3)α − 2158137000000α − 1801163520000ζ(3)
− 1464998400000ζ(4) − 31372620527200) CATFNf
+
(
145435500000α3 − 366249600000ζ(3)α2 + 1372611420000α2
− 1048904640000ζ(3)α + 3148063990200α
+ 4800009888000ζ(3) + 671379840000ζ(4)
+ 3359232000000ζ(5) − 8872064364708) C2F
− (488332800000ζ(3)α + 2684380392000α − 4552485120000ζ(3)
− 1464998400000ζ(4) + 18121905428720) CFTFNf

























3407670α3 − 4575204ζ(3)α2 − 58320ζ(5)α2 + 20121777α2
− 46022256ζ(3)α + 2799360ζ(5)α + 100170405α




2334420α3 − 46656ζ(3)α2 + 15956352α2 − 12324960ζ(3)α
+ 11197440ζ(5)α + 86296752α − 34434720ζ(3)
− 11197440ζ(4) + 214883180) CACF
+ (11384064ζ(3)α − 30726648α − 17280000ζ(3)
− 24261120ζ(4) − 463372640) CATFNf
+
(
1399680α3 − 6065280ζ(3)α2 + 13024800α2 − 13965696ζ(3)α
+ 26888652α + 108183168ζ(3) + 7464960ζ(4)
+ 22394880ζ(5) − 153974772) C2F
− (8087040ζ(3)α + 27287280α − 69133824ζ(3)
− 24261120ζ(4) + 231549328) CFTFNf



























677127600α3 − 918993600ζ(3)α2 − 18662400ζ(5)α2
+ 4008299580α2 − 9063653760ζ(3)α + 466560000ζ(5)α
+ 19846116045α − 36380232000ζ(3) + 783820800ζ(4)
+ 8939289600ζ(5) + 140182687541) C2A
+
(
517071600α3 − 102643200ζ(3)α2 + 3840647400α2
− 3332482560ζ(3)α + 2239488000ζ(5)α + 21797212320α
− 9369146880ζ(3) − 2351462400ζ(4)
+ 447897600ζ(5) + 58907275400) CACF
+ (2217093120ζ(3)α − 6005931840α − 6177116160ζ(3)
− 4777574400ζ(4) − 94522187168) CATFNf
+
(
279936000α3 − 1194393600ζ(3)α2 + 3013848000α2
− 4503859200ζ(3)α + 8684647200α + 18380113920ζ(3)
+ 1567641600ζ(4) + 2985984000ζ(5) − 24416900640) C2F
− (1592524800ζ(3)α + 6750907200α − 16028098560ζ(3)
− 4777574400ζ(4) + 57917250880) CFTFNf






where the coupling constant and gauge parameter are in the MS scheme. We note that the same
RI′ anomalous dimensions are determined as previously.
6 Discussion.
We have provided the finite parts of various Green’s functions required for the renormalization
of the n = 3 and 4 moments of the non-singlet twist-2 Wilson and transversity operators at three
loops in both the MS and RI′ schemes. Since these are available at several loop orders, the hope
is that they will be central to the extraction of accurate values for the matrix elements which
will be measured on the lattice. From another point of view the new MS anomalous dimensions
which are now available for the moments up to and including 4 for the transversity operator will
provide a useful check on the full n-dependent three loop transversity anomalous dimensions
when they are eventually determined. The impressive symbolic manipulation machinery which
achieved the arbitrary n anomalous dimensions for the twist-2 flavour non-singlet and singlet
Wilson operators, [1, 2, 3, 4], can be applied to the transversity case. Whilst this can be achieved
in principle, in the interim one could follow a similar direction to the earlier approach of [39, 40]
where the anomalous dimensions of the Wilson operators were determined to moment n = 10
and later to higher moments, n ≤ 16 (except n = 14), [45, 46]. These explicit moments were then
used to construct solid approximations to the full anomalous dimensions which were then shown
to be credible in a substantial range of the x variable in, for example, [47]. Given the advance
in computer capabilities since [39, 40], it would seem to us that a fixed moment computation
for the anomalous dimensions of the higher moments of the transversity operator is certainly
viable. Moreover, one would not be constrained by the choice of an arbitrary covariant gauge
and the use of the Feynman gauge would therefore reduce computer time.
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A Projection tensors.
In this appendix we record the decomposition of the various Green’s functions we have computed
into the various tensor bases. For the Wilson operators there are two independent tensors
consistent with the symmetries and tracelessness conditions of the original operator. By contrast
the Green’s functions involving the transversity operator require three independent tensors.
First, for the Wilson operators, for n = 3, we define

























































































〈ψ(−p)OµνσW (0)ψ¯(p)〉 . (A.3)
In this appendix and the next in order to compactify our expressions, we note that the sym-
metrization on Lorentz indices using parentheses excludes the standard normalization factor.
So, for instance,
X(µνσ) = Xµνσ + Xνσµ + Xσµν + Xµσν + Xσνµ + Xνµσ . (A.4)
Further, in our convention when this operation involves a tensor which is itself symmetric, then
one only counts the independent object once. So, for example,
ηµ(νησρ) = η(µνησρ) = ηµνησρ + ηµσηνρ + ηµρηνσ . (A.5)








(p)W µνσρi (p) . (A.6)
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4(d+ 4)(d + 2)(d2 − 1)
W µνσρ1 (p) −
1











4(d+ 4)(d2 − 1)
W µνσρ1 (p) +
(d+ 3)
4(d+ 4)(d2 − 1)p2
W µνσρ2 (p)
]
× 〈ψ(−p)OW µνσρ(0)ψ¯(p)〉 (A.7)
where the two basis tensors are









(d+ 2)(d + 4)
(p2)2
pµpνpσpρp/












Finally, for this particular case to ensure that the tree term of one of the amplitudes involves

































i (p) . (A.10)































(d3 + d2 − 2d+ 4)





























× 〈ψ(−p)OT µνσρ(0)ψ¯(p)〉 (A.11)
where the choice of basis tensors is
T
(3)µνσρ
1 (p) = −
(d+ 2)(d+ 4)
p2
σλµpνpσpρpλ + (d+ 2)σ
λµη(νσpρ)pλ
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3 (p) = −
















(p)T µνσρλi (p) (A.13)






16(d+ 4)(d2 − 1)(d − 2)







(d2 + 7d+ 14)














2(d + 6)(d+ 4)(d + 3)(d+ 1)(d2 − 1)(d − 2)
T µνσρλ2 (p)
−
(d2 + d+ 2)
16(d + 6)(d + 4)(d+ 3)(d + 1)(d2 − 1)(d− 2)
T µνσρλ3 (p)
]
× 〈ψ(−p)OT µνσρλ(0)ψ¯(p)〉 (A.14)
in terms of the three basis tensors








− σθ(νησρpλ)pµpθ − (d+ 4)σ
µ(νpσpρpλ) + p2σµ(νησρpλ)
T µνσρλ2 (p) = −
(d+ 2)(d + 4)
p2
σθµpνpσpρpλpθ − p














(d+ 4)(d + 5)
p2
σθ(νpσpρpλ)pµpθ + (d+ 4)σ
θ(νη|µ|σpρpλ)pθ . (A.15)
Finally, it is worth observing that in the two loop computation of the anomalous dimensions of
[5, 6, 7, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31] the Feynman rules were constructed by introducing a null vector ∆µ
which projected out a part of the Green’s function which had a non-zero tree term and therefore
allowed for the extraction of the anomalous dimension. Since the lattice matching specifically
requires information on the full Lorentz structure of the Green’s function we cannot follow that
approach as the null vector would exclude access to several of the amplitudes which are extracted
from the data by choosing different momentum configurations.
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B Operators.
In this section we list the full form of the four operators we considered which satisfy the sym-






















(d+ 2)(d + 4)






For the transversity operators, which have one fewer traceless conditions compared to the Wilson
operators, the full operators are more involved. For n = 3 we have
OµνσρT = T
µνσρ −
(d2 + 4d+ 2)








































Finally, for n = 4 the fully symmetrized and traceless operator is
OµνσρλT = T
µνσρλ −
(d2 + 7d+ 8)







(d+ 1)(d + 4)(d+ 6)
T µθ φθ φη
(νσηρλ) −
2


























(d+ 1)(d + 4)(d+ 6)
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